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For one country is different from another; 
its earth is different, as are its stones, 
wines, bread, meat, and everything that 
grows and thrives in a specific region. 

Paracelsus

The worst economic downturn that virtually  
any of us can remember has already led to 
large drop-offs in various sorts of cross-border 
flows.1 International trade is predicted to drop 
by 9–10% in 2009. Foreign direct investment 
(FDI) may decline by as much as 45% com-
pared to 2008 figures, which were already 15% 
lower than in 2007. International air traffic is 
predicted to be 5% lower during 2009 than 
2008. Anecdotal accounts suggest that even 
immigration flows are down: thus, emigration 
from Mexico to the US dropped 13% in the 
first quarter of 2009 versus the same period in 
2008, with more Mexicans leaving the US than 
coming in. And so on.

Such changes and the developments under-
lying them have, naturally, nonplussed those 
who believed in a world that was already com-
pletely integrated or rapidly—and irreversibly—
approaching that end-state, e.g., believers in 
the so-called flat or flattening world. Yet others 
have overreacted by convincing themselves and 
others that the world is rapidly de-globalizing, 
with no end to that trend in sight. 

With all that is at stake, it seems useful to 
look more carefully at the data and respond 
to the crisis based on a more realistic view 
of where we are today and what the future is 
likely to entail. Acknowledging a world that 
is bumpy—or as I will explain more precisely, 
semiglobalized—instead of flat is essential to 
actually thinking constructively about how to 
deal with a bump. To make the point that semi-
globalization is indeed a stable frame of refer-
ence upon which intelligent responses to recent 
fluctuations can be built, I will begin by discuss-
ing some recent data on a cross-border flow that 
has experienced particularly large drop-offs: for-
eign direct investment. I will then address the 
implications of the crisis and the likely post-
crisis environment for companies’ international 
strategies, focusing on what it means for each 
of the three fundamental ways that companies 
can create value across borders: adaptation 
(which may need extra emphasis over the me-
dium term), aggregation, and arbitrage. And 
while I will defer to others the role of making 
formal predictions, particularly about the tim-
ing of the macroeconomic recovery, I will raise 

one crucial wildcard—protectionism—which 
business leaders should factor into their strat-
egies as a possibility, while at the same time 
vigorously opposing it. 

The metatheme I will return to throughout 
this paper is the importance—particularly now—
of accounting for and genuinely respecting dif-
ferences. Doing so can, in addition to helping 
companies bolster their performance, also help 
defend the system of relatively open markets 
that underpins our collective prosperity. Experi-
enced international executives know that while 
this looks simple at first, it can be frustratingly 
difficult to really get right. Therefore, I will con-
clude with a practical framework to help man-
agers see cross-country differences more clearly 
and focus on the most relevant differences for 
their own companies and industries. 

CROSS-BORDER INvESTMENT IN A CRISIS

Reconsider the cross-border flow that has shown 
a particularly big percentage decline: foreign di-
rect investment. To begin with some aggregate 
data, UNCTAD estimates, in its World Invest-
ment Report, that FDI fell from $2 trillion in 
2007 to $1.7 trillion in 2008, and is likely to 
range between $0.9 and $1.2 trillion in 2009. 
These are such drastic declines that they have 
prompted a shift in the conversation, from the 
celebration of complete cross-border integration 
to despair about deglobalization. 

But before these fluctuations whipsaw us, we 
should look more closely at the data. From a 
cyclical perspective, we know that investment in 
fixed capital has historically declined two to four 
times as fast as output during downturns (Ghe-
mawat 1993, 2009). Declines in FDI tend to be 
even larger than those of overall fixed capital in-
vestment because most FDI is accounted for by 
cross-border mergers and acquisitions (M&As), 
which exhibit great sensitivity to shrinking cor-
porate profits and plummeting stock prices, and 
which should therefore be expected to fall par-
ticularly steeply given the acute financial crisis 
as well as the real downturn that has hit the 
world economy. And indeed, cross-border M&A 
activity is what really seems to have collapsed: 
it declined between 2007 and 2008 by a bit 
more than the total decline observed in FDI 
flows, and was running at a fraction of previous 
levels in the first six months of 2009! 

Such declines may be excessive—Keynes’s 
point about “animal spirits”—but they are cer-
tainly not unprecedented. The 2000–1 period 

The downturn 
has resurrected 
Globaloney’s 
opposite, which 
I have termed 
Localoney: the 
belief that 
globalization is 
rapidly receding 
and the future  
belongs only to 
nation states and 
their resurgent 
governments. 

1
The data that follow are drawn from the official 
compilations by the WTO (trade), UNCTAD (fo-
reign direct investment), and IATA (air traffic).
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supplies an example from earlier in the same 
decade: while gross domestic product (GDP) 
declined by less than 1% over that period, the 
stock market crashed—and cross-border M&A 
declined from $1.1 trillion in 2000 to $0.6 
trillion in 2001. Largely as a result, total FDI 
went down by 40%, from $1.4 trillion to $0.8 
trillion, from one year to the next.

A second way of gaining perspective on these 
numbers is to divide them by other variables so 
as to construct proxies for FDI-intensity. The 
most commonly used base in this regard is GDP. 
FDI has declined from 3.6% of GDP in 2007 to 
3.1% in 2008 and around 2% in 2009. Again, 
while this is a very large decline, it is smaller—
and slower—than the drop-off from 4.4% of GDP 
in 2000 to 2.6% in 2001 (and to 1.9% in 2002 
and 1.5% in 2003). Or in other words, prece-
dents for the drop-off along this dimension can, 
once again, be found earlier in the decade.

My own preferred normalization is to look at 
how large total FDI flows are in relation to gross 
global fixed capital formation because this per-
mits a (rough) answer to the question of how 
much of all the capital being invested around 
the world is being deployed by companies out-
side of their home countries. Figure 1 tracks the 
evolution of this ratio over four decades. 

Several points are worth emphasizing about 
this longitudinal perspective:

In 2008, the ratio of FDI to gross fixed capi-•	
tal formation amounted to 12.3%.
The predictions for 2009 are for a ratio in •	
the 7–10% range

2
The perfect-integration benchmark is equal to 
one minus the fractional Herfindahl concen-
tration ratio of gross fixed capital formation 
by country, for reasons that the interested 
reader can work out. The calculation here is 
based on the most recent data available from 
the World Bank’s World Development Indica-
tors, most of which are for 2005. 

Based on these predictions, the average for •	
2000–9 (11.7%) is still almost twice as high 
as the average for the 1990s (6.4%), and se-
veral times higher than the averages for the 
1980s (2.7%) and the 1970s (1.7%).

While these substantial variations over time 
are interesting, what is even more so is a time-in-
variant property: despite all the (pre-crisis) rheto-
ric about “investment knowing no boundaries,” 
the ratio of FDI to gross fixed capital formation 
falls very far short of that perfect-integration 
benchmark. If the sources of capital really did 
not matter at all for where it is deployed, one 
would expect the cross-border component of total 
investment to exceed 90%.2 Even at the (recent) 
peak in 2000, the observed ratio amounts to just 
a small fraction of this 90%+ level.

A measured read of international investment 
trends must also reflect the fact that plummet-
ing aggregate flows at the global level mask 
significant growth in cross-border investment in 
particular industries and countries. For example, 
FDI increased in 2008 in the food, beverage, 
and tobacco industries where cross-border M&A 
value rose 125% and in the primary sector (up 
17%). Developing countries also saw more ro-
bust FDI inflows and outflows versus developed 
countries—they grew in 2008—but are pro-
jected to decline in 2009. Even among the de-
veloped countries there were some bright spots. 
Thus, Spain’s inward FDI rose 133% in 2008, 
after declining 24% in 2007 while Spain’s out-
ward FDI declined 20%, versus a 3.5% decline 
in 2008. (For comparative perspective, Euro-
pean Union inward and outward FDI declined 
40% and 30% respectively in 2008 after hav-
ing surged 43% and 70% respectively in 2007). 
In addition to highlighting the fact that there is 
still growth taking place, these examples also 
serve to illustrate the general volatility and cy-
clicality of FDI flows adverted to above. 

THE STATE OF THE WORLD: 
STILL SEMIGLOBALIZED

My broader point in reviewing the latest FDI 
data was to illustrate that the while the world 
is seeing extreme fluctuations on some met-
rics of international integration, it remains far 
from the endpoints of either complete global-
ization or deglobalization, a point with impor-
tant strategic implications as I will explain in 
the next section. And FDI isn’t an isolated, 
unrepresentative example. Look at Figure 2, 

FIGURE 1

*The two estimates for 2009 are upper and 
lower bounds.
Source: UNCTAD, World Bank Development 
Indicators, estimates.
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which summarizes data on internationalization 
along five dimensions that include, in addition 
to FDI, categories related to information flows 
(telephone calls), people flows (immigrants), 
pure financial flows (stock investment), and 
product flows (exports to GDP).

As you can see, the level of internationaliza-
tion along these dimensions is still relatively 
limited. It averages roughly 10% over the years 
in the 2000s for which data are available as 
of this writing (September 2009). And even 
the “outerperformer,” the trade-to-GDP ratio 
shown at the bottom of the figure—probably 
recedes most of the way back toward 20% if 
you adjust for double-counting.3 As a result, 
“Globaloney”—Clare Booth Luce’s original ri-
poste to Wendell Wilkie’s visions of One World 
more than half a century ago—is probably still 
a good comment on assertions that the world is 
already globalized or rapidly becoming so. And 
there are many people who exaggerate in this 
regard. Thus, the respondents to an online poll 
conducted (before the crisis) by Harvard Busi-
ness Review estimated the levels of interna-
tionalization of the variables listed in Figure 2 
at 30% rather than close to 10%!4 I have also 
surveyed many other groups with these ques-
tions, with broadly similar results.

The present downturn has also resurrect-
ed—in some quarters—Globaloney’s opposite, 
which I have termed Localoney: the belief that 
globalization is rapidly receding and the fu-
ture belongs only to nation states and their re-
surgent governments. This view, of course, is 
also inconsistent with the data, but it must be 
addressed seriously because the tendency to 
extrapolate and overreact to current trends is 
always strong. For some additional data con-
sider Figure 3, which shows exports as a per-
centage of GDP going as far back as the early 
1800s. Despite the recent downturn, this indi-
cator, like FDI, is nowhere close to approaching 
its historic lows (and in fact is still near its all-
time high, unlike FDI-intensity, which reached 
comparable highs before the First World War, 
in the Age of Empire).

Furthermore, most analysts project that 
cross-border flows will start growing again with 
macroeconomic recovery—perhaps even revers-
ing the recent declines in fairly short order. The 
World Bank projects that trade flows will recover 
swiftly, reversing the 10% estimated decline in 
2009 in only two years. And UNCTAD forecasts 
that FDI inflows will resume growing in 2010 
and, with growth rates close to the high end of 

3
One problem is the focus on revenues ra-
ther than value added—e.g., shipments of 
car parts from the US to Canada, with cars 
being shipped back.

4
This survey was designed by me and run by 
Harvard Business Review, to which I am very 
grateful. 

LEvEL OF internacionalizaTIOn

FIGURE 2

Measures of cross-border integration. The 
measures used are defined as follows:

– Telephone calls = international calling min-
utes as percentage of total calling minutes.
– Immigrants (to Population) = stock of long-
term international migrants as percentage 
of world population.
– Direct investment = foreign direct invest-
ment flows as percentage of gross fixed cap-
ital formation.
– Stock investment = foreign investors’ share 
of stock market capitalization (weighted av-
erage across countries by share of global 
capitalization).
– Trade (to GDP) = global exports of mer-
chandise and nonfactor services as percent-
age of GDP.

Sources for most of the data are discussed 
in Redefining Global Strategy, p. 12; the 
stock investment data are for 2005 and are 
drawn from Piet Sercu and Rosanne Vanpee, 

“Home Bias in International Equity Portfolios: 
A Review,” University of Louvain Department 
of Accountancy, Finance and Insurance 
Working Paper AFI 0710 (August 8, 2007).

10%

FIGURE 3

Source: Angus Maddison, World Trade Or-
ganization, World Bank World Development 
Indicators, estimates. 

the ranges that it is predicting, may exceed their 
2008 level by 2011.

Of course, the actual flows will depend on 
the timing and pace of the recovery as well as 
on the wildcard I mentioned before—protection-
ism. But what should be clear by this point is 
that the world is very far from either complete 
globalization or deglobalization, and is hence 
most unlikely to reach either endpoint in the 
foreseeable future. The image I like to use to 
illustrate this is of a tumbleweed blowing across 
the plains of the Midwestern United States. It 
may cover some distance—speed up, slow down, 
and even change direction—but it is far more 
likely to remain somewhere in the middle of the 
country than to end up on either coast. Look-
ing forward, levels of cross-border integration 
may increase, stagnate, or even suffer a sharp 
reversal, but given the parameters of the cur-
rent situation, it seems unlikely that increases 
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will any time soon yield a state in which the 
differences or barriers between countries can 
be ignored. Or that decreases could lead to a 
state in which the similarities or bridges can be 
forgotten about. Thus, semiglobalization sup-
plies a more attractive reference frame for think-
ing through global strategy than either getting 
caught up in near-term fluctuations or relying 
on very long term, very iffy predictions.

THE DANGERS OF GLOBALONEY
AND LOCALONEY

Recognizing the reality of semiglobalization 
complicates decision-making but can help im-
prove its quality because Globaloney and Local-
oney are not just harmless dietary supplements: 
they lead to decisions that can be dangerous to 
a company’s and a society’s health. 

Let us start by looking at the effects of Globa-
loney. Managers who buy into the idea that the 
world is “flat” tend to make errors that reflect 
their overestimation of cross-border integration, 
underappreciation of cross-country differenc-
es, and in many cases even lack of respect for 
countries themselves as entities and their po-
litical and social institutions. Evidence in this 
regard is supplied by the positive correlation 
between (over)estimates of cross-border inte-
gration and assent to frankly size-based propo-
sitions such as in the online survey carried out 
by Harvard Business Review cited above. Of the 
respondents, 64% agreed that the “truly global 
company should aim to compete everywhere,” 
and 58% agreed that “Globalization tends to 
make industries more concentrated.”

Both beliefs fit well with a worldview in which 
the differences between countries do not mat-
ter much. As Bruce Kogut pointed out twenty 
years ago, in the absence of such differences, 
the answer to the question of “what is different 
when we move from a domestic to an interna-
tional context… [is] simply that the world is a 
bigger place, and hence all economies related 
to the size of operations are, therefore, affected” 
(Kogut 1989). But they seem far removed from 
current realities. 

•	Ubiquity may not be a sensible target given 
international differences. And even if it were, 
it would require enormous geographic broade-
ning by all but a handful of global giants, 
restricting interest in it to the very long run. 
Consider, for instance, all US companies with 
foreign operations in 2004—themselves less 

than 1% of all US companies. The largest 
fraction operated in just one foreign coun-
try, the median number in two, and 95% in 
fewer than two dozen.5 And none of this has 
changed since the mid-1990s!

•	 Increased concentration as a result of glo-
balization commands believers in the anti-
globalization movement as well as among 
managers—but lacks empirical basis. Data 
on the concentration of production in the 
hands of the five largest competitors in 18 
global/globalizing industries show no gene-
ral increase between the late 1980s and the 
late 1990s: concentration increased in some 
but was offset by decreases in others (Ghe-
mawat and Ghadar 2006). And a number 
of the industries reported as experiencing 
increases in concentration over that period 
(e.g., automobiles and oil production) actua-
lly experienced much larger decreases in the 
prior decades that recent increases have only 
partially offset. 

Given such unwarranted sizeism, it is un-
surprising that many firms’ performance in the 
countries in which they do opt to compete is 
often uneven and, to a significant extent, even 
unprofitable. Some indications of the extent of 
the problem are provided by data that Marakon 
Associates analyzed at my request. They sum-
marized their findings as follows: 

We found that half of the [large] companies we 
have looked at (8 out of 16) have significant 
geographic units that earn negative economic 
returns… [We] know from our clients that their 
profitability by geography has stayed fairly sta-
ble over time unless they have specifically 
targeted action at specific countries/regions.

Figure 4 provides a fairly typical—pre-crisis—
example of this type of problem. In 2005, rough-
ly one-fifth of this company’s revenues were in 
country markets that destroyed economic value. 

In addition to its economic suboptimality, 
the sizeism or even imperialism associated with 
Globaloney risks fueling protectionism. Think 
about how foreign publics (and politicians) view 
companies that act and talk as if it is their right 
and destiny to be king of the heap. How would 
Robert Woodruff’s (CEO of Coca-Cola from the 
1920s until the early 1980s) words sound to 
the ears of a proud citizen of a small but rap-
idly developing (non-Western) country: “In every 
country in the world, [Coca-]Cola dominates. We 

5
Computations are based on Bureau of Econo-
mic Analysis data kindly carried out at my re-
quest by Raymond J. Mataloni, fall 2007.
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feel that we have to plant our flag everywhere, 
even before the Christians arrive. Cola’s destiny 
is to inherit the earth.”6 Or how might one ex-
pect Westerners to react to the CEO of a small 
Indian software services company—the large 
ones know better—declaring India the emerg-
ing information technology superpower whose 
companies will wipe out all the rest? When com-
panies fail to be sensitive to such cross-coun-
try differences, they not only shoot themselves 
directly in the foot, but they also engender a 
backlash that fuels calls for protectionism and 
threatens to narrow their range of future strategy 
options. In other words, when business leaders 
buy into Globaloney and make no bones about 
doing so, they risk provoking publics and poli-
ticians to try Localoney instead.

Although Localoney has not been nearly as 
fashionable in recent years, many companies 
started with and remain stuck with such atti-
tudes in practice if not by proclamation—and 
many of them treat the current crisis as confir-
mation that their approach is in fact the right 
one. Others have lapsed into Localoney as a 
reaction to excesses of Globaloney. Reconsid-
er the example of Coca-Cola. Until the 1980s, 
despite the triumphalism of CEO Woodruff’s 
approach (which one wit termed “Coca-Coloni-
zation”), Coke’s local operations were more or 
less independently managed. It was Woodruff’s 
successor, Roberto Goizueta, who took over in 
1981, who bought into Globaloney—particularly 

the idea then current that customers everywhere 
increasingly wanted the same thing—and be-
gan aggressively to centralize and standardized 
Coke’s operations. In 1996, he declared that 

“the labels international and domestic, which 
adequately described our business structure 
in the past, no longer apply. Today our compa-
ny, which just happens to be headquartered in 
the United States, is truly a global company.” 
Consumer research, creative services, TV com-
mercials, and most promotions were managed 
from Coke’s headquarters in Atlanta.

When Goizueta died unexpectedly in 1997, 
his successor Douglas Ivester stayed the course. 
Excessive centralization and standardization 
combined with the Asian crisis to lead to growth 
shortfalls, falling market capitalization (down 
$70 billion from its peak), and fraying rela-
tions with governments and bottlers (who were 
starting to find Coke “overbearing”). Ivester was 
quickly fired.

The next CEO, Douglas Daft, took localiza-
tion to the opposite extreme— Localoney. As he 
put it in January 2000, “No one drinks globally. 
Local people get thirsty and go to their retailer 
and buy a locally made Coke.” He downsized 
headquarters and shifted decision-making au-
thority to the field. He announced that no more 
global advertisements would be made and put 
ad budgets and creative control in the hands 
of local executives, who were understandably 
delighted—but also underprepared. As a result, 

6
The Cola Conquest, video directed by Irene 
Angelico, Ronin Films, 1998.

FIGURE 4

Economic profits by country for a fast mo-
ving consumer goods company.
Source: Marakon Associates.
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quality suffered even more than scale econo-
mies. And volume growth slowed to even lower 
levels than under Ivester. Localoney was short-
lived, as by 2002 the Wall Street Journal re-
ported that the “‘think local, act local’ mantra 
is gone. Oversight of marketing is returning to 
Atlanta.” By 2004, Daft was gone too.

Under Daft’s successor, Neville Isdell, Coke 
moderated its strategy in ways that better re-
flect the reality of semiglobalization, and per-
formance improved. In Isdell’s view, “the 
pendulum swung too far over” under his im-
mediate predecessors. He began to emphasize 
innovation over economies of scale, and put in-
ternational and domestic back into separate or-
ganizations. The direction Coke will take under 
new CEO Muhtar Kent remains to be seen, but 
his experiences heading various regional divi-
sions and ultimately Coke’s whole international 
business—as well as running Efes Beverages 
in Turkey—lead one to expect some degree of 
sensitivity to cross-country differences.

To summarize, Globaloney and Localoney can 
clearly both result in poor performance. Globalo-
ney leads to unrealistic estimates of scale econ-
omies, excessive standardization, and pursuit 
of growth that often turns out to destroy share-
holder value. And its imperialistic aspects can 
fuel the anti-globalization backlash and contrib-
ute to the threat of protectionism. Localoney 
gives up altogether on cross-border leverage, 
and so its costs are to be reckoned with more 
in terms of opportunity costs than out-of-pocket 
costs—which makes them less likely to register 
but no less real.

ADJUSTING GLOBAL STRATEGY
TO RESPOND TO THE CRISIS

The reality of semiglobalization provides a sta-
ble frame of reference within which meaning-
ful analysis can substitute for slogans, enabling 
companies to avoid the kinds of mistakes ref-
erenced above. Strategies rooted in semiglo-
balization involve integrated consideration of 
both local and cross-border interactions—of the 
barriers and the bridges between countries. In 
my 2007 book Redefining Global Strategy  I de-
scribed three fundamental ways that companies 
can create value across borders in a world where 
differences still matter: the AAA strategies of ad-
aptation, aggregation, and arbitrage. Adaptation
refers to adjusting to cross-country differences 
to provide local responsiveness. Aggregation
involves overcoming cross-country differences 

to achieve scale/scope economies that extend 
across national borders. Arbitrage exploits dif-
ferences—as in buying low in one country and 
selling high in another. My general prescription 
was for managers to select a combination of 
these strategies, tailored to their company’s own 
industry, position, capabilities, and intent.  

That continues to be my general prescrip-
tion. Looking at a range of possible post-crisis 
futures, cross-country differences seem unlikely 
to disappear. In a few respects, the direct result 
of the crisis may be to decrease differences, but 
in many—possibly most—others, they are likely 
to increase instead. 

To be more specific about a few major ef-
fects, the crisis is, first of all, accelerating the 
shift of the world’s economic activity and dy-
namism toward the major emerging markets, 
and particularly toward Asia. This increases the 
diversity that companies have to deal with if 
they want to tap into markets that are still grow-
ing rapidly. Secondly, governments around the 
world are becoming more active participants in 
national economies. Given the diversity of po-
litical systems and the policies being enacted, 
this increases the degree of cross-country dif-
ference (the administrative distance or barriers 
between countries) that strategies need to ad-
dress. Thirdly, protectionism is a major wild-
card. Companies need to be prepared for the 
possibility of new restrictions on trade, invest-
ment, migration, and potentially even informa-
tion flows—while working, with governments, 
to take actions to guard against protectionism. 
Fourthly, there seems to be heightened potential 
for economic turbulence and in particular, for 
large swings in exchange rates—the most wor-
risome risk being that of a collapse of the dol-
lar—as global imbalances are worked through. 
This has very different implications for differ-
ent companies (depending on home country, 
industry, and company factors) so it will not be 
addressed further here. 

From the standpoint of global strategy, these 
observations imply that while the AAA strate-
gies continue to constitute the relevant strategy 
set, it may, in the medium term, make sense for 
most firms to put comparatively more emphasis 
on adaptation relative to aggregation and arbi-
trage—although this should ultimately depend 
on each firm’s industry, history and strategy. It 
is also important to note that it can take years 
for companies to make meaningful shifts in this 
regard, so they should not be undertaken with-
out careful consideration of longer term plans 

cross-country 
differences 
seem unlikely to 
disappear. In a 
few respects, the 
direct result of 
the crisis may 
be to decrease 
differences, but 
in many—possibly 
most—others, 
they are likely to 
increase instead.
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and expectations for industry evolution. The ra-
tionale for strengthening adaptation is that be-
coming responsive to local conditions is robust 
in case of protectionism, helps to address the 
growing role of governments, and is necessary in 
many cases for participating in the growth that 
is available in emerging markets. In addition, 
becoming more respectful of differences can 
actually help lower the likelihood of protection-
ism. That said, aggregation—short of complete 
standardization or one-size-fits-all—is still im-
portant because most multinationals try to le-
verage some element of scale or scope across 
markets to create advantages for themselves 
over local firms (in contrast to adaptation, which 
is mostly aimed at minimizing disadvantages 
versus local firms). And arbitrage remains im-
portant as well because of the continued differ-
ences between countries but has become more 
politically sensitive in the present environment 
so companies need to be more careful in pur-
suing such strategies, and to put contingency 
plans in place. 

 The rest of this section will address in some 
detail how companies can strengthen adapta-
tion and will then provide briefer discussions 
of aggregation and arbitrage.

Adaptation encompasses a broad range of 
levers and sublevers that companies can use 
respond to cross-country differences, of which 
variation is perhaps the most obvious: if local 
markets have different preferences, offer them 
different products or services. But such variation 
is costly and in the extreme results in operations 
that are so different across countries that there 
is no value gained by keeping them together in 
a single company. Smart adaptation therefore 
typically involves not only appropriate decisions 
about the amount of variation but adroit applica-
tion of one or more complementary sub-strate-
gies such as focus, externalization, design, and
innovation that help reduce the costs of variation. 
These levers and sublevers are summarized in 
Table A and elaborated below.

Variation encompasses changes in products, 
but also in policies, business positioning, and 
even metrics (e.g., target rates of return). Prod-
uct variation is conceptually straightforward, but 
what is notable is that even products that are 
supposedly standardized have to be varied a 
great deal—such as Coca-Cola, which is formu-
lated with varying sweetness around the world. 
And the case of Coke in China and India provides 
a vivid example of why true variation usually re-
quires much more than just product variation. 
Like most foreign multinationals, Coke entered 
these markets with a focus on wealthier, urban 
consumers who were already familiar with the 
company’s brand and were prepared to pay high 
prices for its products. But under Isdell, it con-
ducted a major repositioning to move beyond 
skimming the top of these markets, by lowering 
price points and margins, reducing costs by in-
digenizing inputs, and greatly increasing avail-
ability particularly in rural areas. This type of 
repositioning to broaden market penetration is 
often an important step for foreign multinationals 
aspiring to become true mass players in the large 
emerging markets such as China and India.

The trouble with relying exclusively on varia-
tion as a lever for adaptation is that it increases 
complexity. One, often complementary, lever for 
keeping complexity under control is to focus
or purposefully narrow scope so as to reduce 
the extent of differences encountered and the 
amount of adaptation required. Thus, Spanish 
banks and other multinationals focused geo-
graphically—on Latin America—in their early 
internationalization. This was partly because 
of the wave of privatization and deregulation 
in that region in the first part of the 1990s, 
but also reflected a desire to keep cultural and 
administrative distance manageable by dealing 
with Spanish-speaking ex-colonies with similar 
legal and other institutions. BBVA, in particular, 
has pursued the cultural thread beyond the po-
litical borders of Latin America with a strategy 
that targets the Spanish-speaking niche market 

VariaTIOn

Products•	

Politicies•	

Repositioning•	

Metrics•	

FOCUS:

Reduce Need
for Variation

Products•	

Geographies•	

Verticals•	

Segments•	

ExternaliTIES:

Reduce Burden
of Variation

JVs, other alliances•	

Franchising•	

User adaptation•	

Networking•	

DESIGN:

Reduce Cost
of Variation

Partitioning•	

Platforms•	

Modularity•	

Flexibility•	

InnovaTIOn:

Improve Effectiveness
of Variation

Transfer•	

Localization•	

Recombination•	

Transformation•	

TABLE A

Levers and sublevers for adaptation.
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in the (southern) United States as a good fit 
with its operations in Mexico, where it owns the 
country’s biggest bank, Bancomer. And Zara is 
able to do well in international retailing with an 
approach that is quite standardized because of 
segment rather than geographic focus: in fast 
fashion, the customer in Barcelona does care 
about what the customer in Tokyo is wearing, 
and there is a premium on quick response that 
plays to Zara’s strengths. And so on.

The next lever in Table A, externalization, has 
some affinities with focus. However, instead of 
narrowing scope, externalization purposefully 
splits activities across organizational bound-
aries to reduce the internal burden of adapta-
tion. Externalization subsumes sublevers such 
as joint ventures (JVs) and other strategic al-
liances, franchising, user adaptation, and net-
working. JVs and strategic alliances have long 
been known to be comparatively attractive when 
the amount of cultural and administrative dis-
tance to be bridged is large: they can provide 
access to local knowledge that would otherwise 
be hard to purchase, to links in the local value 
chain that would otherwise be inaccessible, or 
to local connections, including political ones, 
and associated benefits. (Of course, JVs/alli-
ances also impose their own costs and risks, in-
cluding financial insecurity, lack of control, and 
misuse of intellectual property, so they are no 
panacea.) And in many businesses, especially 
in services, in key markets such as China and 
India, JVs are still the only way multinationals 
are allowed to enter. Juxtaposing these reasons 
against the changes in the post-crisis world cit-
ed above leads one to expect a post-crisis surge 
in JVs. While it is too early to obtain systematic 
data, a Google Trend analysis of news items on 
international JVs does indeed show a very sharp 
jump, to unprecedented levels, in the first few 
months of 2009!

Design decisions can also deliberately re-
duce the cost of variation. Common, interrelat-
ed methods of designing business systems to 
ease variation include partitioning, platforms,
modularization, and flexibility. To cite a simple 
but very well-executed example of partitioning, 
McDonald’s splits choices into those where local 
adaptation is feasible and those where adapta-
tion would compromise system performance—
following a roughly 20% local and 80% global 
rule in this regard. And for an approach to flexi-
bility—cost-effective variation over time—that is 
currently attracting attention, consider selective 
de-automation: a phenomenon I first encoun-

tered working a few years ago with a major con-
sulting firm and that is described systematically 
in a study of changing production processes in 
global auto components that is sponsored by the 
Sloan Foundation. To quote from the preliminary 
findings:

The most notable thing about the produc-
tion processes that were initially transferred 
from high wage regions is that they were highly 
capital intensive with significant degrees of au-
tomation…. As experience in the low wage en-
vironments began to accumulate, and as those 
markets themselves began to develop, it became 
clear that a reduction of the levels of automa-
tion in the low wage areas could have significant 
advantages: …[it] could prove to be efficient at 
both large volume production and in more var-
iegated batch production, and in shifting from 
one large volume job to another…. [While] there 
is still a great deal of experimentation about this 
“de-automation”... it is already becoming clear 
to many producers that the gains in flexibility 
that their offshore operations have achieved 
through de-automation can actually be imple-
mented within their own factories in high wage 
regions. (Herrigel 2007)

Finally, some of the levers and sublevers dis-
cussed above—such as repositioning and (re)de-
sign—could also be characterized as instances 
of innovation. While innovation is conceptually a 
very broad lever, cross-border differences often 
restrict the scope of innovation making it use-
ful to distinguish among transfer, localization, 
recombination, and transformation (arrayed in 
terms of increasing radicality). Selective de-
automation, for example, has progressed a sig-
nificant part of the way through this cycle and 
reminds us, among other things, that experi-
ence may yield innovations or insights in one 
context that can be transferred to others, and 
that such useful innovations need not originate 
in a firm’s largest or most advanced markets. Of 
course, to note these points is not to solve the 
difficult challenges that managers face in har-
nessing knowledge pools in emerging markets, 
where more and more of the technical man-
power on which most companies rely will be 
located. Doing so is likely to require disrupting 
the traditional “home-first” organization of in-
novation structures within multinational com-
panies—itself just one functional manifestation 
of a broader set of changes that are probably 
required if multinationals from developed coun-
tries are to focus on and compete more effec-
tively in big emerging markets.
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That brief discussion of innovation starts to 
touch on the globalization and adaptability of 
mindsets, which continues to be seen as the
major challenge by many companies. The basic 
point is that how well a company does at adjust-
ing to differences depends not only on which 
adaptation levers it pulls but also on the kind 
of company it is: companies with international 
experience and traditions of cosmopolitanism 
are expected to adapt more effectively to a given 
amount of distance than their more cloistered 
counterparts. And while one cannot choose one’s 
history, one can work on globalizing a company’s 
mindset, as illustrated by the roster of potential 
initiatives listed in Table B. 

My broader purpose in listing all of these le-
vers and sublevers here is to show that there 
are many ways that companies can adapt to 
differences, rather than just one or two blunt 
instruments such as product reformulation or de-
centralization. Given the importance of strength-
ening adaptation both to improve business 
performance and to defend against protection-
ism, I hope most managers will find within these 
lists some ideas that can help their own compa-
nies respond better to cross-country differences.

Aggregation, since it often involves pulling in 
the direction opposite to adaptation, is, by the 
logic laid out above, likely to be somewhat less 
rather than more in evidence in the medium-
term. But as noted above, it remains funda-
mental to many companies’ attempts to create 
advantages over locally-based competitors. It 
can also confer advantages over other global 
competitors if they fail to exploit such opportu-
nities themselves. Consider, for example, Ernst 
& Young, the fourth largest global accounting 
firm, which has significantly outperformed its 
larger rivals (so far) in 2009. The company at-
tributes its success in large part to its 2008 ag-
gregation of its 87 country practices in Western 
and Eastern Europe, the Middle East, India, and 
Africa into a single EMEIA area, with more than 
60,000 people (close to one-half the corporate 
total) led by a single area managing partner and 
executive team (Hughes 2009). Among other 
things, this has let Ernst & Young shift staff 
between the countries as needed. Note that 
(increased) aggregation may be fundamental 
to the consolidation required as part of many 
firms’ restructuring efforts (which are discussed 
further in the next section).

Arbitrage also continues to be a fundamental 
strategy for competing across borders. The shift 
of manufacturing to locations with lower labor 

costs is no longer a new phenomenon, and the 
effects can be truly massive. Thus, the savings 
that Wal-Mart generates by procuring tens of bil-
lions of dollars of goods from China in particular, 
significantly exceed its profits from operating 
international stores—on a much smaller capital 
base—and have become critical to its pursuit 
of a low-cost strategy in the US (which still ac-
counted for three-quarters of its $400 billion in 
revenues over 2008–9). And the offshoring of 
services, while less developed, is growing even 
more rapidly, with IT services leading the way. 
From 2004 to 2008 global offshore IT services 
revenues grew from about $30–35 billion to 
$89–93 billion. In India, this explosive growth 
propelled the IT Services and Business Process 
Outsourcing (BPO) sectors from 1.2% of GDP 
in 1998 to 5.8% in 2009.7 According to an 
analysis by CLSA Asia Pacific in 2006, 25% of 
India’s near term GDP growth would come from 
IT and BPO services and multiplier effects from 
those industries’ growth.

Thus arbitrage has become very important to 
both buyers and sellers. However, it is also ex-
tremely sensitive from a political and societal 
perspective. Consider one pre-crisis poll conduct-
ed by the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations 
in December 2006: 76% of respondents agreed 
with the statement, “Outsourcing is mostly a 
bad thing because American workers lose their 

TABLE B

Building adaptability.1. Hiring for adaptability

2. Formal education

3. Participation in cross-border business teams
and projectss

4. Utilization of diverse locations/media for team
and project interactions 

5. Immersion experiences in foreign cultures

6. Expatriate assignments

7. Cultivating geographic and cultural diversity at the top

8. Dispersion of business unit headquarters or centers
of excellence

9. Maintaining openness to the environment

10. Defining and cultivating a set of core values
throughout the corporation

7
Nasscom. 
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jobs to people in other countries.” Only 21% 
believed “outsourcing is mostly a good thing be-
cause it results in lower prices in the US, which 
helps stimulate the economy and create new 
jobs”8—which is what the scientific evidence 
actually seems to indicate. Of even greater con-
cern, when asked in July–August 2008, “Do you 
think the recent economic expansion in countries 
like China and India has been generally good 
for the US economy, or bad for the US economy, 
or had no effect on the US economy?,” 62% of 
respondents answered “bad” versus only 14% 
answering “good.”9

As firms focus on sensitizing themselves to 
local difference, it’s also likely that they’ll want 
to be more careful about pursuing certain strat-
egies that exploit these differences, particular-
ly offshoring. Clearly the traditional Chimerica 
model—whereby the US imports large volumes 
of cheap Chinese goods—is unlikely to persist. 
When announcing new investments, major US 
companies have recently stressed their domestic 
nature—witness Intel talking about its new semi-
conductor labs or GE talking about new wind 
turbine facilities. The same consumer backlash-
es and protectionist impulses that may make 
adapting to differences more important in the 
next few years may also make wage-arbitrage 
between localities less desirable. That does not 
mean abandoning arbitrage strategies, but it 
does suggest more sensitivity and discretion in 
their pursuit—and the institution of back-up 
plans in case arbitrage does become less viable 
in the medium-term. To be more specific, Table 
C presents ten tips I have developed to help 
companies address arbitrage-sensitivity.

Reevaluate,	RestRuctuRe,	Reinvest

Beyond adjusting global strategies to better ac-
count for differences, companies should also 
take a careful look at their portfolios of country 
markets with respect to their economic value 
added (i.e., profitability after at least a rough 
accounting for the cost of capital employed). 
How do your prospects really look in each coun-
try after factoring in the downturn? The need 
for such analysis may seem obvious, but the 
most alarming finding, for me at least, from the 
pre-crisis online survey of Harvard Business Re-
view readers, was that 88% of the respondents 
thought of global expansion basically as an act 
of faith—a “strategic imperative”—rather than 
as an alternative to be evaluated. This belief 
was probably nourished by a climate of rising 

asset prices in which many companies essen-
tially thought of globalization as one long as-
set accumulation play with relatively little risk 
involved. But now that the asset bubble has 
burst, we need to actually evaluate performance, 
because as indicated in Figure 4, a significant 
portion of the global operations of many firms 
subtracts value instead of adding it. 

Especially since ubiquity is seldom the right 
target, such an analysis may lead to exiting 
weaker markets where the prospects do not 
justify continued investment. And of course, 
downturns (and their immediate aftermath) 
are more obvious times to restructure or exit 
weaker markets than upturns. Nokia, for ex-
ample, announced in November 2008 that it 
was exiting the mobile handset market in Ja-
pan (except for its high-end Vertu brand) af-
ter years of investment yielded only a meager 
~1% market share (versus ~40% globally). Ex-
iting the world’s fourth largest market must 
not have been an easy decision for Nokia but 
it’s a realistic one considering the unique (id-
iosyncratic) preferences of highly demanding 
Japanese consumers, different standards, and 
the dominance of local firms. 

By the same token, while evaluating mar-
kets and restructuring where appropriate, don’t 
forget to invest in the areas where there are
promising opportunities. Recognize that there 
are known biases toward overreaction in such 
matters—companies tend to cut too much in a 
downturn, just as they overinvest in a bubble. 
In my 1993 Sloan Management Review article, 
“The Risk of Not Investing in a Recession” (ex-
panded and reissued in March 2009), I high-
light the interplay between financial risk and 
competitive risk. In normal times, the bearish-
ness of the former tends to (or is supposed to) 
complement the bullishness of the latter. But 
the balance between the two seems to break 
down at business cycle extremes. Specifically, 
at the bottom of the business cycle, companies 
seem to overemphasize the financial risk of in-
vesting at the expense of the competitive risk of 
not investing. Once-in-a-cycle errors of this sort 
can create a lasting competitive disadvantage.

Consider again the example of Nokia. Exiting 
from Japan’s handset market didn’t imply a gen-
eral pullback of strategic investments. In 2009, 
Nokia made a range of investments in new tech-
nologies, particularly around value added ser-
vices that can be delivered via mobile phone 
platforms. Kraft presents another interesting ex-
ample. In 2008, Kraft announced plans to re-

8
http://www.americanprogress.org/issues/ 
2007/01/wtprw.html. 

9
http://www.pollingreport.com/trade.htm. 

Beyond adjusting
global strategies
to better account
for differences,
companies should
also take a
careful look at
their portfolios
of country markets
with respect
to their economic
value added
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structure internationally by focusing on 10 key 
brands in five categories across 10 primary in-
ternational markets (four “growth engines” and 
six “scale markets”). But in September 2009, 
Kraft launched a $16.7 billion bid for Cadbury 
that would significantly add to and accelerate 
the transformation of its business portfolio. 
While Kraft’s initial offer proved inadequate and 
will likely have to be raised for the transaction 
to go through—it is still pending, as of this 
writing—downturns generally do also increase 
the likelihood of being able to acquire distressed 
assets on the cheap. To cite just one such cross-
border deal, Fiat agreed to buy 35% of Chrysler 
for nothing more than promises to share small 
car technology and its global dealer network. 
Fiat’s price was much less than the $7.2 billion 
Cerberus Capital Management paid for its 80% 
stake in the company less than two years ear-
lier, not to mention the tens of billions of dollars 
that Daimler Benz paid for control of Chrysler 
in 1998. 

In evaluating where to cut and where to in-
vest, it helps to lay out very clearly how a par-
ticular operation is intended to add economic 
value to the overall enterprise. The ADDING Val-
ue scorecard shown in Table D can help struc-
ture this analysis. It parses the assessment of 
international business strategy into the individu-
al levers via which value is created or destroyed, 
each of which is individually manageable and 
thus amenable to careful (and in many cases 
quantitative) analysis. 

AMP UP THE DIPLOMACY

Thus far I have addressed companies’ strate-
gies for addressing the downturn in the various 
markets in which they operate. Companies also 
need to look beyond the confines of the market 
to influence outcomes. In particular, with the 
role of government on the rise, firms should 
actively pursue a well-thought out program of 
what academics call “nonmarket strategy” but 
that might also roughly be characterized as cor-
porate diplomacy. 

Many companies still approach nonmar-
ket strategy by exception: apart from dealing 
with specific nonmarket issues as they come 
up, there is little sustained effort to engage 
with them. A purely reactive, ad hoc approach, 
while never defensible, makes even less sense 
in an environment in which governments are 
becoming more rather than less important in 
varied roles—as buyers, suppliers, competitors, 

1. Be Discreet—Respect public sensitivity

2. Choose Words Carefully—Avoid terms that trigger
negative reactions (e.g. outsourcing, globalization)—
note trigger words vary by audience and country

3. Be Concrete—Cite specific benefits versus abstract
effects like “market equilibration”

4. Support Social Safety Net (esp. job re-training)—
History shows that support for free trade tends to be
fragile without such programs

5. Emphasize Upgrading—Should be key domestic
priority; this is what really matters in the long run
for wealth of nations 

6. Emphasize Viability and Growth—Prioritize these
objectives (and talent shortages as constraints) rather
than just cost reduction

7. Be Careful with Regulatory Arbitrage—Leveraging
looser foreign health, safety and environmental
standards risks backlash

8. Recognize Implicit Constraints—Otherwise implicit
constraints on freedom of action will be made explicit

9. Invest to Expand/Preserve Freedom of Action—Work
with allies (including product market competitors),
invest in job creation, etc.

10. Plan for Potential Political Change—Place premium
on strategies robust to changes in the political climate

owners, regulators, collectors of taxes, and so 
on—making it imperative that top managers, in 
particular, spend more of their time on nonmar-
ket issues. Instead of the knee-jerk insistence 
that markets should hold full sway over social 
and economic policy, this will require showing 
more sensitivity to—and acceptance of—regu-
latory, legal, political, social, and cultural differ-
ences. And it will also require business leaders 
to anchor the case against protectionism: if they 
do not, it is not clear who will. 

While a full treatment of business-govern-
ment relations is clearly beyond the scope of this 
article, I will offer a few suggestions. Firstly, map 
out all the players, remembering, in particular, 
that governments—even in countries without 
multiparty democracy—are rarely monolithic. 
Secondly, evaluate each player’s objectives vis-
à-vis your own. Are they strictly opposed, differ-
ent but not precisely opposite, or non-rivalrous/
reinforcing? Identify friends as well as foes on 
this basis. Thirdly, map out the relationships 

TABLE C

Ten tips for dealing with arbitrage-sensitivity.
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among the players and assess who has leverage 
over whom, and how much. Fourthly, identify 
the range of instruments through which you and 
your company (together with appropriate allies) 
can influence outcomes. Fifthly, decide how as-
sertive to be—is it better to be out front on the 
issue or to engage in quieter behind-the-scenes 
diplomacy? And finally, as you formulate your 
plan of action (and negotiating strategy), pay 
attention to legal and social constraints on non-
market strategy, which are often substantial. 

Beyond government, business also needs to 
address itself to the public at large. The need 
for this seems particularly urgent in the United 
States where a recent survey ranked business 
executives tenth out of ten occupational cat-
egories, with only 21% of respondents having 
a favorable view of them (compared to 23% 
of respondents for having a favorable view for 
lawyers, the second-least-favored category; and 
scores in the 70–80% range for very respect-

ed professions such as the military, teaching, 
etc). While the situation may look somewhat 
better elsewhere, the point is that we are at 
a moment where market capitalism and pri-
vate business enterprise are being subjected 
to significant, sustained attack without recent 
precedent. Dealing with this attack is likely to 
require fundamental changes in behavior rather 
than just attempts to engage with civil society 
and nongovernmental organizations. 

A particularly important objective of engag-
ing with both governments and civil society is 
to combat protectionism. Recent reports by 
the Global Trade Alert and the World Trade Or-
ganization highlight a raft of protectionistic 
measures in 2009 that range from higher tar-
iffs to immigration restrictions, state aid funds, 
and export subsidies—and that greatly out-
number laws liberalizing trade. Businesses 
need to push to make sure that the case for 
opening up and against protectionism is fully 

GUIDELINES

Look at the true economic profitability of incremental volume (taking into account cost  •	
of capital)
Probe the level at which additional volume yields economics of scale (or scope): globally, •	
nationally, at the plant or customer level, etc.
Calibrate the strength of scale effects (slope, percentage of costs/revenues affected)•	
Assess the other effects of volume•	

Unbundle price effects and cost effects•	
Unbundle costs into subcategories•	
Consider cost increases (e.g. due to complexity, adaptation, etc.) as well as decreases and •	
net them out
Look at cost drivers other than scale/scope•	
Look at labor cost/sales ratios for your industry (or company)•	

Look at R&D/sales and advertising/sales ratios for your industry•	
Focus on willingness-to-pay rather than prices paid•	
Think through how globality affects willingness-to-pay•	
Analyze, in particular, how cross-country (CAGE) heterogeneity in preferences affects •	
willingness-to-pay for products on offer
Segment the market appropriately•	

Account for international differences in industry profitability•	
Understand the structural dynamics of your industry•	
Look broadly at the impact of trends and moves in changing important elements  •	
of industry structure
In particular, think through how you can deescalate/escalate rivalry•	
Recognize the implications of what you do for rivals’ costs or willingness-to-pay for their •	
products (worsening their positions can do as much for added value as improving one’s own)
Attend to regulatory/nonmarket restraints—and ethics•	

Characterize the extent and key sources of risk in your business (capital intensity, other •	
irreversibility correlates, demand volatility, etc.)
Assess how much cross border operations reduce or increase risk•	
Recognize any benefits that might accrue from increasing risk•	
Consider multiple modes of managing risk or optionality•	

Assess how location-specific versus mobile knowledge is, and what to do about it•	
Consider multiple modes of generating (and diffusing) knowledge•	
Think of other resources/capabilities in similar terms•	
Avoid double-counting•	

Components OF valUE

ADDING volume / GROWTH 

DECREASING costs

DiFferenTIATING / 
IncreASING  
WILLINGNESS-TO-PAY

ImprOvING INDUSTRY  
ATTRACTIvENESS /  
BARGAINING POWER

NormalizING  
(OR optimizING) RISK

GeneraTING KNOWLEDGE 
(AND OTHERS RESOURCES
or capabilities)

TABLE D

ADDING value scorecard.
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understood and internalized in public percep-
tions and the political dialogue. What is at 
stake is not only the preservation of gains we 
have already been able to achieve by opening 
up but also the pursuit of additional opportu-
nities to open up—opportunities that are, in a 
semiglobalized world, still very large. 

HOW TO SEE RELEvANT DIffERENCES
MORE CLEARLY

Throughout this article, I have focused on the 
need for companies to be more sensitive to cross-
country differences. But as experienced interna-
tional executives know, it is sometimes very hard 
to actually pick up on the key differences, even 
when one has a chance to get beyond the usual 
look-alike airport terminals, chain hotels, and 
office towers. To help managers improve their 
acuity in this regard, I have developed the CAGE 
Distance Framework, shown in Table E. The four 
categories of differences for which CAGE is an 
acronym are termed “distances” to emphasize 
the fact that countries should be thought of as 
part of networks and hence analyzed based on 
both bilateral and unilateral factors. 

Astute readers will also note that different 
types of distance matter more or less in differ-
ent industries (and even for different companies 
within industries). To help managers focus on 
the most important differences for their own 
industries, I have summarized the factors that 
make particular industries more or less sensi-
tive to each type of distance in Table F.

The CAGE framework can be used, most obvi-
ously, to help assess where to compete. And that 
is the use to which a number of companies are 

putting it: thus, in a clear response to the crisis, 
Dr. Reddy’s, the largest Indian-owned pharma-
ceutical firm, recently used CAGE to help scale 
back from 50 markets to fewer than 20. But the 
framework is also meant to be of broader use 
in helping companies think different by helping 
make differences visible and reminding mul-
tinationals of their liabilities relative to local 
competitors as well as their advantages. 

CONCLUSIONS

The post-crisis world is still being formed and 
we still have opportunities to shape the reality 
in which we will have to operate. Based on all 
the available evidence, semiglobalization will 
remain the stable frame of reference it has 
been in recent years. While some metrics of 
cross-border integration such as trade are pres-
ently retreating after having set new highs, we 
remain far from a world of either negligible 
or complete globalization. Thus, fundamental 
techniques such as understanding differences 
via the CAGE framework and the crafting of 
strategies based on carefully tailored combina-
tions of adaptation, aggregation, and arbitrage
are still robust in the present environment and 
the foreseeable future. 

My fundamental prescription for the pres-
ent times is to think different. Not just to think 
different-ly—but to think different, in the sense 
of becoming more sensitive to and genuinely 
welcoming of local differences. Thinking dif-
ferent is the best way to improve business per-
formance while at the same time fostering the 
openness that is fundamental to sustaining our 
collective prosperity. 

COUNTRY PAIRS  
(bilateral)

COUNTRIES  
(unilateral 
/ multilateral)

CULTURAL  
DISTANCE

Different languages•	
Different ethnicities; •	
lack of connective 
ethnic or social 
networks
Different religions•	
Lack of trust•	
Different values, norms,  •	
and dispositions

Insularity•	
Traditionalism•	

ADMINISTRATIvE 
DISTANCE

Lack of colonial ties•	
Lack of shared  •	
regional trading bloc
Lack of common •	
currency
Political hostility•	

Nonmarket/closed •	
economy (home bias 
vs. foreign bias)
Lack of membership •	
in international 
organizations
Weak institutions, •	
corruption

GEOGRAPHIC  
DISTANCE

Physical distance•	
Lack of land border•	
Differences in time •	
zones
Differences in climates •	
/ disease environments

Landlockedness•	
Lack of internal •	
navigability
Geographic size•	
Geographic •	
remoteness
Weak transportation or •	
communication links

ECONOMIC  
DISTANCE

Rich/poor differences•	
Other differences  •	
in cost or quality  
of natural resources, 
financial resources, 
human resources, 
infrastructure, 
information  
or knowledge

Economic size•	
Low per capita income•	

TABLE E

CAGE framework at the country level.
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BiBlioGRAPHY

cultural DisTAnCe

Cultural differences matter the 
most when:

Products have high linguistic •	
content (TV programs)
Products matter to cultural  •	
or national identity (foods)
LProduct features vary •	
in terms of size (cars) 
or standards (electrical 
equipment)
Products carry country•	
specific quality associations 
(wines)

administrative	DisTAnCe

Government involvement  
is high in industries that are:

Producers of staple goods •	
(electricity)
Producers of other •	
“entitlements” (drugs)
Large employers  •	
(farming)
GLarge suppliers  •	
to government  
(mass transportation)
National champions •	
(aerospace)
Vital to national security •	
(telecommunications) 
Exploiters of natural  •	
resources (oil, mining)
Subject to high sunk costs •	
(infrastructure)

geogrAPHic DisTAnCe

Geography plays a more 
important role when:

Products have a low  •	
valuetoweight or bulk ratio 
(cement)
Products are fragile  •	
or perishable (glass, fruit)
Local supervision and •	
operational requirements  
are high (services)

economic DisTAnCe

Economic differences have  
the biggest impact when:

Nature of demand varies  •	
with income (cars)
Economics of standardization •	
or scale are limited  
(cement)
Labor and other factor •	
cost differences are salient 
(garments)
Distribution or business •	
systems are different 
(insurance)
Companies need to be •	
responsive and agile  
(home appliances)

TABle	F

Industry sensitivity to CAGE distances.

CHRis	JoRDAn Ω
Shipping Containers, 2007
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